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Purpose of Review:  
 
The purpose of this review was to examine the current state-of-the-practice in the area of sign 
maintenance on the rural local road system. 
 
Scope of Review: 
 
The review consisted of an evaluation of current procedures being followed for sign maintenance of 
township roads, rural county roads, and local streets in communities with populations under 5,000.  
The team used the threshold of under 5,000 population for three basic reasons: 1) State Transportation 
Program - Urban funds are available to municipalities over 5,000 in population; 2) Municipalities over 
5,000 are considered urban areas; and 3) Municipalities with less than 5,000 don’t generally have 
public works departments. 
 
Issues the team reviewed included the use of signing inventories, evaluation of the condition of 
existing signs, and replacement procedures by the local agencies.  Field reviews were conducted at 
each local agency to determine the condition and legibility of traffic signs.  The field reviews mainly 
consisted of daytime reviews and one nighttime review.  The team was able to borrow a 
retroreflectometer for a short time period to test the reflectivity for a sampling of signs in the field.  
 
The review included interviews in three districts with nine County Engineers, eight Road 
Commissioners, and five municipal representatives.  A few of the agencies had more than one 
representative. The total number of interviews was 19 rather than 22 because some agencies were 
interviewed at the same time and their responses were combined as appropriate.  A questionnaire was 
used in conducting the interviews (see Appendix A).  Procedures for sign maintenance and inventory 
control, crash problems, funding resources, and general perceived needs at the local level were 
discussed.  The review team did discuss the proposed rulemaking on sign retroreflectivity at each 
interview and provided a copy of the Federal Register Notice that was published for review and 
comments (see Appendix B).  The Traffic Safety Sign Upgrade Grant Program status was also 
discussed with each agency.  The review team informed the local agencies that the intent of the review 
was to gain a statewide perspective or state-of-practice on the local needs in the area of traffic sign 
maintenance and was not intended to be a compliance review.  Everyone was informed that when all 
reviews in Districts 4, 5, & 6 were completed a final report would be prepared and presented to the 
Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT)/Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) management 
with a statewide perspective on local needs in the area of traffic sign maintenance based upon review 
observations and recommendations.  
 
Review Team Members: 
 
Gary Galecki, Review Co-Coordinator  IDOT, Bureau of Local Roads 
J.P. Varma, Review Co-Coordinator   FHWA, Transportation Engineer 
Kelly Morse      IDOT, Bureau of Materials & Physical Research 
Larry Gregg      IDOT, Bureau of Operations 
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Ron Rybolt      IDOT, Local Roads Field Engineer, District 6 
Mike Staggs      FHWA, Mobility & Safety Team Leader 
Arlene Kocher      FHWA, Quality Improvement Programs Engineer 
Robin Helmerichs     FHWA, Transportation Engineer 

 
Best Practices: 
 
The team noted the following best practices used by the local agencies for sign inventory and 
maintenance. 
 

• Placing stickers on the back of signs indicating when the sign was installed 
- Several of the local agencies used stickers on the back of signs to indicate when the 

signs were installed.  This practice can be a valuable part of a sign replacement and 
maintenance program.  

 
• Upgrading sign sheeting to high intensity or prismatic 

- Some of the agencies were already upgrading their sheeting to high intensity or 
prismatic from engineering grade.  Most agencies were upgrading the sheeting on their 
stop signs; however, other agencies had switched a majority of their sign sheeting 
because the cost difference was minimal. 

 
• Regular schedule for sign inspections 

- One of the counties conducted sign inspections on a weekly basis.  Regular inspections 
are an important part of a sign replacement and maintenance program. 

 
• Making signs a priority 

- The agencies that had signing as a high priority have developed an inventory of their 
signs and keep it current.  They also perform and document their inspections and 
replacements.  These agencies are well on their way to meeting the proposed Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) sign inventory, replacement, and 
maintenance requirements. 

 
The closeout meeting was held Friday May 20, 2005.  The following people were in attendance: 
 
 Priscilla Tobias IDOT, Bureau Chief of Safety Engineering 
 Eric Harm IDOT, Deputy Director 
 Charles Ingersoll IDOT, Bureau Chief, Bureau Local Roads & Streets 
 David Lippert IDOT, Research Engineer, Bureau of Materials & Physical Research 
 Roy Williamson IDOT, Training Development Tech., Bureau of Local Roads & Streets 
 Jon-Paul Kohler FHWA, Planning and Program Development Manager 
 Glenn Fulkerson FHWA, Assistant Division Administrator 
 Scott McGuire  FHWA, Field Engineering Manager 
 Gary Galecki  IDOT, Co-coordinator, Review Team 
 Ron Rybolt  IDOT, Review Team member 
 Larry Gregg  IDOT, Review Team member 
 JP Varma  FHWA, Co-coordinator, Review Team 
 Robin Helmerichs FHWA, Review Team member 
 Mike Staggs  FHWA, Review Team member 
 Arlene Kocher  FHWA, Review Team member 
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Observations and Recommendations: 
 
Observation #1 
 
Condition of the local agency signs was highly dependent on available funding and the priority the 
agency placed on the importance of sign legibility and retroreflectivity. 
 
Discussion 
 
The agencies that had available funding and placed a high priority on sign legibility and 
retroreflectivity had significantly better signs in place as observed during field visits.  All but one of 
the local agencies believed sign legibility and retroreflectivity was important; however, the agencies 
with limited funding found it difficult to make it a higher priority when competing with infrastructure 
needs such as pavements and culverts.  A few of the agencies had knowledge of signing needs and had 
a prioritized replacement list so that when funds were available they could use them effectively. 
 
Of the signs we tested with the retroreflectometer in the field, 37 percent (23 of 63) of the signs would 
not meet the proposed retroreflectivity and contrast requirements (see Appendix C). 
 
Recommendation  
  
Include a summary and reference to the final rulemaking for sign retroreflectivity in the Local Roads 
Manual. The IDOT will summarize the major items in the rulemaking and encourage the local agencies 
to develop, implement, and maintain a sign inventory and maintenance system in the circular letter 
announcing the final rule.  
 
Resolution 
 
Concur. 
 
Observation #2 
 
Knowledge of the proposed rulemaking on the MUTCD was limited.  
 
Discussion 
 
Nine of the nineteen agencies were aware of the proposed rulemaking on retroreflectivity 
requirements.  The current procedure to disseminate information on proposed rulemaking is for the 
Headquarters Bureau of Local Roads to send the information to the County Engineer policy committee 
and let them forward it to the various local agencies.  The information for the retroreflectivity 
requirements was also published in the Technology Transfer newsletter (see Appendix D).  The 
newsletter is sent hardcopy to all local agencies as well as being available via the Internet. 
 
Recommendation  
 

a. The distribution for notification on proposed rulemaking should be added to the circular letter 
system for sending other types of information to the local agencies. Circular letters go to all 
counties, municipalities, and consultants.   
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b. Include the retroreflectivity requirements in the update of the “Signing of Road District and 
Township Highways” publication.  The townships do not directly receive the circular letters 
from IDOT, but they do receive the “Signing of Road District and Township and Highways” 
publication. 

 
c. The IDOT/FHWA should provide training and education on the proposed retroreflectivity 

MUTCD requirements and increase distribution of proposed rulemaking beyond the County 
Engineer policy committee and the Technology Transfer newsletter.  

 
Training should be developed or added to the existing T2 signing class to cover the proposed 
rulemaking requirements.  The training should include: 
 
• A copy and explanation of the final retroreflectivity and contrast requirements 
• A copy of the updated “Signing of Road District and Township Highways” for each 

participant 
• Samples of paper and computer inventories 
• Procedures for documenting and conducting inspections 

 
Resolution 
 

a. Concur – The Bureau of Local Roads and Streets will begin distributing proposed rulemaking 
through the circular letter system. 

 
b. Concur – The Bureau of Local Roads and Streets will update the “Signing of Road District and 

Township and Highways” publication to include the 2003 MUTCD updates and a summary of 
the final rulemaking on sign retroreflectivity. 

 
An additional task accepted by the team is to develop/update a version of the above publication 
for small cities along with input from the Bureau Chief of Local Roads. 

 
c. Concur – The Bureau of Local Roads Technology Transfer Center is currently developing 

training for “train-the-trainers” on the MUTCD and retroreflectivity requirements. 
 

Observation #3 
 
Many agencies are interested in a sign inventory system to track signs in the field. 
 
Discussion 
 
Eighteen of the nineteen agencies interviewed were interested in a sign inventory program.  Twelve of 
the agencies were interested in a computer-based inventory, and six were interested in a paper or map 
type inventory. 
 
Many local agencies are concerned that the proposed rulemaking will result in increased tort claim 
lawsuits.  The April 2004 edition of Public Works and Management stated, “To address this potential 
threat, and to reduce the risk of liability, States must develop viable approaches, such as a sign 
management plan or formal employee training, to ensure proper implementation.  More important is 
the need to keep adequate records to show that the duties are being performed and to establish a quality 
control program or periodic review to ensure they are being done correctly.” 
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Several Local Agency representatives indicated that having an inspection and sign inventory program, 
both current and properly documented, reduced their chances of being found negligent in the event of a 
lawsuit.   
 
Recommendation  
 
Provide examples to local agencies for inventories and inspections.  The team has put together a packet 
containing examples of and computer inventories (see Appendix E) as well as guidance on performing 
inspections (see Appendix F).  
 
Resolution 
 
Concur – The team will make the information in Appendices E and F available to the Technology 
Transfer Center to use in their training. 
 
Observation #4 
 
High intensity sheeting is more effective than engineering grade.  
 
Discussion 
 
The service life of high intensity sheeting is approximately one third longer than engineering grade (12 
versus 8 years respectively).  Service life includes factors such as retroreflectivity retention, color, and 
gloss retention, and signs shall show no appreciable physical deterioration such as streaking, crazing, 
cracking, hazing, blistering, and dimensional changes.  The service life data is substantiated through 
state specifications, manufacturers warranties, and the Indiana Department of Transportation service 
life study. 
 
The following table is a summary of cost data comparing engineering grade sheeting with high 
intensity sheeting.  Based on the information, there is approximately a $7 difference per sign for high 
intensity versus engineering grade.  The cost savings for buying in bulk (more than 30 signs per order) 
varied from as small as $2 to as much as $5 per sign. 
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Sign Company Type of Sign Sheeting Grade 1-10 11-49 50+  

Company A Stop Sign 30" x 30" Engineering Grade $41.00  $31.00  $25.50  
Company B Stop Sign 30" x 30" High Intensity $54.75  $46.75  $43.75  
 Right Curve 30" x 30" Engineering Grade $44.00  $32.75  $28.00  
 Right Curve 30" x 30" High Intensity $60.75  $51.75  $44.75  
       
Company C Stop Sign 30" x 30" Engineering Grade $24.65  $22.38  $21.26  
Company D Stop Sign 30" x 30" High Intensity $35.23  $33.47  $24.89  
 Right Curve 30" x 30" Engineering Grade $24.84  $22.55  $21.42  
 Right Curve 30" x 30" High Intensity $35.54  $33.76  $25.75  
       

   1-30 30+   
Company E Stop Sign 30" x 30" Engineering Grade $21.00  $18.85    
 Stop Sign 30" x 30" High Intensity $28.25  $25.75    
 Right Curve 30" x 30" Engineering Grade $21.00  $18.85    
 Right Curve 30" x 30" High Intensity $28.25  $25.75    
       

   1 5-9 10-25 26-50
Company F Stop Sign 30" x 30" High Intensity $90.00  $80.00  $68.00 $60.00 
 
High intensity sheeting will exceed the proposed minimum retroreflectivity requirements for all types 
of signs and improves the visibility of the signs.  Based on cost, service life, ability to meet proposed 
retroreflectivity requirements, and the enhanced safety provided by high intensity sheeting, it is more 
effective than engineering grade sheeting.   
 
Recommendation  
 
The local agency should purchase all signs with a minimum of high intensity sheeting.  If  a state or 
federally funded program for sign upgrades is developed in the future, a minimum of high intensity 
sheeting should be required to receive funding. 
 
Some of the counties have upgraded to prismatic sheeting and should continue this practice as 
prismatic sheeting meets or exceeds the characteristics of high intensity sheeting. 
 
Resolution 
 
Concur – The cost information on Engineering vs. High Intensity sheeting should be disseminated to 
local agencies by the Bureau of Local Roads.  The information will also be included in the Technology 
Transfer Center training on the MUTCD and final rulemaking. 
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Observation #5 
 
Cost of compliance with the proposed retroreflectivity rulemaking requirements was a concern for 
most of the local agencies. 
 
Discussion 
 
Many of the agencies are concerned about the cost of upgrading signs, the increased liability, and a 
lack of manpower to meet the requirements of the proposed rulemaking.  Many were concerned about 
paying overtime for nighttime inspections. 
 
The Division of Traffic Safety developed a sign upgrade grant program in the 1970’s using Division of 
Traffic Safety funding.  This program has not been funded over the last few years and thus is not 
available to the local agencies for sign upgrades.  One of the limitations of the previous program was 
the local agencies weren’t educated on the benefits and methods of maintaining and updating a sign 
inventory once it is developed. 
 
The proposed rulemaking requires the state and local agencies to maintain minimum retroreflectivity 
and contrast values.  According to the Texas Transportation Institute, the rate of fatalities for nighttime 
crashes versus daytime crashes is 2.86 versus 1.18 fatalities per million vehicle miles traveled.  
Fatalities occur nearly three times as often during the night.  Increased retroreflectivity provides 
greater visibility of signs both during the day and at night.  As a driver ages, the amount of light 
needed to see in the dark gradually increases, eventually doubling every 13 years.  The older driver 
needs a brighter roadway environment including signs and markings than the younger driver.  Newer 
headlamp designs have a sharp “cut off”; a very noticeable difference in the area where the light shines 
and where it does not shine.  Thus the trends for drivers and headlamps are making signs less visible, 
leaving it up to the sign materials to make the difference. 
 
The following pictures depict the difference between the old headlamp design and the new “cutoff” 
design. 
 

        
 
 Old headlamp   “Cutoff” headlamp 
 
With the old headlamp, the light is broad and tall.  The “cutoff” headlamp projects less light on the 
sign, making it appear dimmer to the driver than it would appear with the older style headlamps. 
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Sign upgrade or replacement programs have been identified as an effective low cost safety 
improvement.  Studies have shown a reduction in crashes of 20 to 40 percent after a sign 
replacement/upgrade program was initiated.  Studies were conducted in California, New York, 
Minnesota, Iowa, and British Columbia.  The placement of regulatory and warning signs has been 
identified as one of the best low cost safety improvements for rural roadways, but for the existing 
signing to be effective, the signs must be legible and visible. 
 
The proposed rulemaking requires minimum retroreflectivity and contrast values on all streets and 
highways.  This can be accomplished within a sign maintenance program.  Not only is this a future 
requirement, the review team believes this will enhance roadway safety at the local level.  
 
Recommendation  
 
Develop a sign replacement program of $500,000 for local agencies. The sign replacement program 
should build on the former program (see Appendix G) and incorporate the following changes: 
 

• Funding (possible sources Federal Hazard Elimination, STP, State, Local Match) 
• Administered by the Bureau of Safety Engineering and the Bureau of Local Roads 
• Program eligibility should be based on prioritized need (may consider both local agency funds 

available and sign condition) 
• Modified specifications to reflect the proposed changes in rulemaking 
• A requirement for a documented sign maintenance and inspection program 
• District Local Road Engineers should perform final inspections on installations and their 

inventory and inspection program and forward the documentation to the administering bureau 
• Minimum of high intensity sheeting 

 
The following photographs are of a local agency’s signs before and after the former upgrade sign 
program.  The signs are not necessarily at the same locations, but they illustrate the improvement in 
legibility and visibility of signs after the sheeting has been upgraded.  
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Resolution 
 
Concur – The team will develop a new sign upgrade program for IDOT using the Division of Traffic 
Safety Program as a guide. 
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(Local Agency and IDOT staff, Questionnaire) 
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 LOCAL AGENCY STAFF: 
 
 
Star Rheynard, Mercer County Engineer 
Dennis Bedford, Mercer Township Road Commissioner, Mercer County 
Jewel Bucy, City of Aledo Public Works Director, Mercer County 
Norm Johansen, Tazewell County Engineer 
Robert Cremeens, Village of Minier Supt. of Public Works, Tazewell County 
Thomas McFarland, Peoria County Engineer 
Roger French, Limestone Township Commissioner, Peoria County 
Rick Myers, Village of Atwood Street Superintendent, Douglas County 
Jerry Schauf, Piatt County Engineer 
John Carlson, City Administrator for West Peoria, Peoria County 
Henry Strube, Street Department Manager for West Peoria, Peoria County 
Ronnie Creys, City of Virden Street Superintendent, Macoupin County 
George Buerk, Locust Township Commissioner, Christian County 
John Vancil, Woodstock Township Commissioner, Schuyler County 
Cliff Frye, Christian County Engineer 
Dave Schneider, Schuyler County Engineer 
Dave Weaver, Washington Township Commissioner, Tazewell County 
Tom Casson, Menard County Engineer 
Brian Anderson, Ashgrove Township Commissioner, Shelby County 
Brian Bell, Road District 2 Commissioner, Menard County 
Alan Spesard, Shelby County Engineer 
Dave Speicher, Local Roads Bureau Chief, IDOT – D5 
 
 
IDOT STAFF: 
 
Martin Augspurger, Local Roads Technician, IDOT – D4  - schedule coordinator 
George Merkle, Field Engineer, IDOT – D4 
Ken Park, Field Engineer, IDOT – D4 
Bill Schweickert, Field Engineer, IDOT – D4 
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Review Questions 
  

  
1. How long have you been in your position? 
 
 
2. Do you have a sign inventory for signs under your jurisdiction? 
  
  
  a) If yes, how is it administered? 
  
  
  b) If no, are you interested in a sign inventory? 
  
  

c) What type of inventory would be appropriate for your needs? 
     (i.e., paper, computer program, other) 
  

  
d) Are new signs dated for sign inventory tracking? 
 
 
e) Do you have signs on hand? 

  
  

3. Do you perform daytime/nighttime reviews of your signs?   
  
  
4. Do you have a sign replacement schedule? 
  
  a) If yes, what is the schedule based on?   
  
  b) How do you pay for sign replacement? 
  

c) Do you replace signs with your own forces?  
  

d) What are your procedures for replacing signs knocked down or damaged? 
  

  
5. When replacing signs, do you replace to current Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 

(MUTCD) minimum sign size requirements? 
  
  
6. What type of sign supports do you use?   Replacement system? 
  
  
7. What guidelines do you use for selecting sign sheeting? 
  
  
8. In your opinion, what is the general condition of your signs (legibility/reflectivity)? 
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9. Are you aware of the proposed Federal Highway Administration requirements for retro-

reflectivity? 
  

•        What impacts do you see on your agency, and on how you manage your sign program? 
  
  
10. In your opinion, how important are adequate sign legibility and retro-reflectivity in preventing 

roadway crashes?  
  

  
11. If a sign replacement program were available, would you be interested in participating?  
Why or why not? 

  
•        What suggestions would you offer if a new sign upgrade program were to be 
developed? 

  
  

12. Do you have any other comments regarding signs or sign inventories that have not been 
discussed? 
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Appendix B 
(Federal Register notice of proposed rulemaking)
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Appendix C 
(Excel tables of retroreflectometer readings and pictures)
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Results of field measurements with retroreflectometer: 

 
Type of 

Sign 
Yellow 
Retro. 

Red 
Retro. 

White 
Retro. 

Green 
Retro. 

Contrast 
Ratio 

4-Way Stop   274 ?   ? 
4-Way Stop   15 200   13.33 
4-Way Stop   2 75   37.50 
4-Way Stop   40 140   3.50 

Chevron 59         
Children Playing 72         

City Sign     1 15   
Curve 11         
Curve 49         
Curve 22         
Curve 75         
Library     80     

Narrow Bridge 1         
Right Turn 0         

Road Marking 7         
School Crossing 275         
School Crossing 24         
School Crossing 80         
School Speed     35     
School Speed     85     
School Xing 0         
School Zone 71   80     
Speed Limit     22     
Speed Limit     112     
Speed Limit     210     
Speed Limit     0     
Speed Limit     98     
Speed Limit     1     
Speed Limit     21     
Speed Limit     65     
Speed Zone     275     
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Type of Sign 
Yellow 
Retro. 

Red 
Retro. 

White 
Retro. 

Green 
Retro. 

Contrast 
Ratio 

Stop   27 290   10.74 
Stop   33 90   2.73 
Stop   53 73   1.38 
Stop   24 60   2.50 
Stop   53 60   1.13 
Stop   18 36   2.00 
Stop   28 10   0.36 
Stop   65 280   4.31 
Stop   27 90   3.33 
Stop   14 64   4.57 
Stop   20 330   16.50 
Stop   70 280   4.00 
Stop   57 300   5.26 
Stop   25 95   3.80 
Stop   165 78   0.47 
Stop   25 70   2.80 
Stop   12 83   6.92 
Stop   35 310   8.86 

Stop Ahead 385         
Stop Ahead 77         
Stop Ahead 215         
Stop Ahead 76         

T-Intersection 68         
T-Intersection 220         
T-Intersection 65         
Weight Limit     88     

X-Traffic   23 100   4.35 
Yield   17 96   5.65 
Yield   14 70   5.00 
Yield   23 82   3.57 
Yield   12 51   4.25 
Yield   0 1   #DIV/0! 

            
            
    0.37 37% Failures   
    40.00       
    0.63 63% Passing   
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Proposed Minimums 

     

Sign Color Sheeting Type  Sign Size Contrast Criteria 
Retroreflectivity 

Minimum 

White on Red All Types Any Size 
≥ 3:1 White Retro ÷ 

Red Retro 35 W          7 R 

Black on Orange or 
Yellow All Types Except Type I 

48 inches or 
more and 

Bold Symbols  50 

Black on Orange or 
Yellow All Types Except Type I 

48 inches or 
less and Fine 

Symbols  75 
Black on White All Types Any Size  50 
White on Green Type I Any Size Overhead 7 G 
White on Green Type II Any Size Overhead 15 G 
White on Green Type III Any Size Overhead 25 G 
White on Green Type VII, VIII, IX Any Size Overhead 250 W         25 G 
White on Green Type I Any Size Shoulder 7 G 
White on Green Type I, II, III, VII, VIII, IX Any Size Shoulder 120 W          15 G 

 
 

Following is a sample of signs inspected or measured in the field. 
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Appendix D 
(Technology Transfer Newsletter Fall/Winter 2004) 
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Appendix E 
(Sign Inventories and Work order /Inspection forms) 
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This is a sample of a straight-line diagram used for sign inventory in Christian County. 
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Sample Computer Program 

 
Following are some screen shots from one computer-based program for tracking and maintaining sign 
inventories. 
 
On this screen, you can track what inventory of signs you have on hand in your shop. 
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This screen shows the various reports that can be printed based on the information the local agency has 
input into the program.  You can print blank inventory forms as well as route maintenance forms.  The 
program also allows you to print out what signs you need to order based on inventory needs 
established by the local agency. 
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This screen creates a record of sign maintenance.  Local agencies can enter the type of work performed 
and the date it was completed.  
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This screen is where the location information can be entered and then later recalled. 
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This screen contains information regarding the sign assembly including type of post and whether there 
is a light accompanying the sign.  This screen also shows the original installation date, date of last 
inspection, the inspection interval, and when the next inspection is due. 
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This screen allows the user to add a picture of the sign or sign assembly. 
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This screen is where complaints received from law enforcement, the general public, or another source 
can be entered. 
 
 

 
 
 
This is just one example of a computer program to track sign inventories and is used for illustrative 
purposes.  We would encourage the local agencies to compare programs, features offered, time 
required to input existing information, and initial and possible renewal costs. 
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Computer Inventory Printouts 
 

This is the computer generated map and listing of signs in District 9.  The district uses the program to 
track signs on state routes. 

 



This is a computer printout of the information in the Peoria County sign database and can be used for 
inspections. 
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Schuyler County has developed their sign inventory using Global Information Systems (GIS).  The map 
depicts the location of the sign and it’s associated number designation. 
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This is an enlargement of the upper left corner of the Schuyler County GIS inventory. 
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This is the description in the sign inventory database of sign number 65 through sign 84. 
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Work Order Forms 
 
 

This is a two-part form developed by Christian County to document phone calls regarding work that 
needs to be completed.  The two-part form allows them to track items that are pending completion and 
then when they are completed. 
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This is a form developed by Peoria County to document phone calls received regarding work to be 
completed.  The form is returned to the office when the work is completed and filed. 
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This is a form developed by Tazewell County to document repairs as well as inspections. 
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Inspection Forms 
 
 

This form was developed by Peoria County to track their sign inspections and the improvements 
that should be made. 
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This is the inspection sheet used by District 9 to identify work that needs to be completed on signs. 
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This is the resulting summary sheet of signs that need to be replaced or repaired as a result of the 
previous inspection sheet. 
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Appendix F 
(Inspection procedures) 
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RETROREFLECTIVITY MAINTENANCE 

There are several methods that agencies can use to maintain sign retroreflectivity above the 
minimum maintained retroreflectivity levels that FHWA has developed through research. These 
minimum retroreflectivity levels were developed to provide transportation agencies with a 
general target for maintaining sign retroreflectivity. The existence of minimum retroreflectivity 
levels is not intended to imply that agencies need to measure the retroreflectivity of every sign 
in their jurisdictions. Instead, these methods provide agencies with options that will help to 
improve nighttime sign visibility. 

Sign maintenance methods can be divided into two groups – assessment methods and 
management methods. Assessment methods involve the actual evaluation of individual signs, 
while management methods involve tracking and/or predicting the retroreflectivity of signs. The 
FHWA has identified several assessment and management methods for maintaining sign 
retroreflectivity in a manner that is consistent with the minimum retroreflectivity levels. 
Agencies also have the flexibility to develop their own methods for maintaining sign 
retroreflectivity. 

ASSESSMENT METHODS 

The assessment methods require evaluation of individual signs within an agency’s jurisdiction. 
There are two basic assessment methods – visual assessment and retroreflectivity 
measurement. 

Visual Nighttime Inspection Method 

In the visual nighttime inspection method, agency personnel assess the nighttime visibility of 
their signs. The visual inspection method is probably the most consistent with current practices 
at many agencies. Visual inspections are also recommended in Section 2A.22 of MUTCD. 

In the visual inspection method, the inspector assesses the visibility and retroreflectivity of the 
traffic signs as he/she approaches the signs. Signs need to be replaced if they do not meet the 
comparison defined in the appropriate procedure. The following 
recommendations provide general guidance on how to conduct the inspections: 

• Agencies develop guidelines and procedures for inspectors to use in conducting the 
nighttime inspections. Inspectors are trained on the use of these procedures.  

• The inspection is conducted at normal roadway operating speeds. If it is necessary to 
slow or stop the vehicle to read the sign, the sign typically needs to be replaced. Signs 
are normally inspected from the travel lane.  

• The inspection is conducted using the low beam headlights. It is better not to use the 
bright beams for inspections as they create higher illuminance levels at the sign and 
make it appear brighter than it would to a driver using low beams.  

• Signs are normally evaluated at a typical viewing distance for each sign, one that 
provides a driver with adequate time for an 
appropriate response.  

In addition to the above, one or more of the following procedures are used in conducting visual 
nighttime inspections. 
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Calibration Signs Procedure 

Calibration signs are viewed prior to conducting the nighttime inspection. The calibration signs 
have retroreflectivity levels at or above the minimum levels. These signs are set up where the 
inspectors can view the calibration signs in a manner similar to how they will conduct the 
nighttime inspection. The inspector uses the visual appearance of the calibration sign to 
establish the evaluation threshold for that night’s inspection activities. The following factors 
provide additional information on the use of this procedure: 

• Calibration signs are needed for each color of sign for which there are minimum levels.  
• The calibration signs are viewed at typical viewing distances and from the same vehicle 

that will be used for conducting the inspections.  
• The calibration signs need to be properly stored between inspections so that the 

retroreflectivity of the calibration signs does not deteriorate over time. Calibration sign 
retroreflectivity is checked at periodic intervals to ensure that the calibration panels have 
the appropriate retroreflectivity levels.  

• Field signs need to be replaced if the inspector judges a sign to be less bright than the 
appropriate calibration sign.  

Consistent Parameters Procedure  

The same factors that were used to develop the minimum levels are used in conducting the 
inspections. These factors include: 

• Using a full-size sport utility vehicle or pick-up to conduct the inspection.  
• Using a model year 2000 or newer vehicle for the inspection.  
• Using an inspector age 60 or older.  
• Signs are viewed at the typical viewing distance for that sign.  
• Signs need to be replaced if they are not legible to the inspector.  

Comparison Panels Procedure 

Small comparison panels are used to assess the retroreflectivity of questionable signs. The 
comparison panels are fabricated at retroreflectivity levels that are at or above the minimum 
levels. When the retroreflectivity of a sign is considered to be questionable, a comparison 
panel is attached to the sign and the sign/panel combination is viewed by the inspector. If the 
comparison panel appears brighter than the sign, the sign needs to be replaced. 

Measured Retroreflectivity Method 

In this method, the retroreflectivity of a sign is measured and directly compared to the 
minimum level appropriate to that sign. If the sign retroreflectivity is lower than the minimum 
levels, the sign needs to be replaced. The following factors provide additional information 
about measuring sign retroreflectivity: 

• ASTM E1709, Standard Test Method for Measurement of Retroreflective Signs Using a 
Portable Retroreflectometer, provides a standard method for measuring sign 
retroreflectivity using a handheld retroreflectometer.  
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• A sign needs to be replaced if the average retroreflectivity value is less than the 
appropriate minimum level.  

 
MANAGEMENT METHODS 

The management methods provide an agency with the ability to maintain sign retroreflectivity 
without having to devote significant effort into assessing individual signs. There are three basic 
types of management methods – replacing signs based on age, blanket replacement of large 
numbers of signs at appropriate intervals, and using a sample of control signs to determine 
when to replace equivalent signs. 

Expected Sign Life Method 

In this method, individual signs are replaced before they reach the end of their expected 
service life. The expected service life is based on the time required for the retroreflective 
material to degrade to the minimum retroreflectivity levels. The following factors provide 
additional information about using this method: 

• The expected service life of a sign can be based on several different sources of 
information, such as:  

o Sign sheeting warranties.  
o Sign test deck measurements.  
o Measurements of actual signs.  

• An agency will need a method of identifying the age of individual signs. Potential 
methods include:  

o A sticker or other label attached to the sign that identifies the year of fabrication, 
installation, or replacement.  

o A sign management system that can identify the age of individual signs.  

 
Blanket Replacement Method 

In this method, an agency replaces all the signs in an area/corridor, or of a given type, at 
specified intervals. An agency that uses this method does not need to track the age or assess 
the retroreflectivity of individual signs. 

The following factors provide additional information about the use of this procedure: 

• Replacement zones can be based on an area, corridor, or sign type.  
• The replacement interval for the area/corridor, or sign type, is based on the expected 

sign life for the affected signs.  
• All signs within a replacement area/corridor/type are typically replaced, even if the sign 

was recently installed.  

Control Sign Method 

In this method, a control sample of signs is used to represent the total population of an 
agency’s signs. The retroreflectivity of the control signs is monitored at appropriate intervals 
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and sign replacement is based on the performance of the control signs. The 
following factors provide additional information about using this method: 

• An agency develops a sampling plan to determine the appropriate number of control 
signs needed to represent the agency’s sign population.  

• Control signs may be actual signs in the field or signs installed in a maintenance yard to 
serve specifically as control signs.  

• The retroreflectivity of the control signs should be monitored following the procedures 
outlined for one of the assessment methods.  

• All field signs represented by the control sample need to be replaced before the 
retroreflectivity levels of the control sample reach the minimum levels.  

SIGN REPLACEMENT 

All of the sign retroreflectivity maintenance methods indicate that signs need to be replaced 
when they do not meet the threshold criteria for the individual method. In maintaining sign 
retroreflectivity, an agency may want to consider the interval before the next assessment or 
management event as part of the sign evaluation and replacement process. In some cases, it 
may be appropriate to replace a sign even though it is above the threshold criteria because it 
could be expected to drop below the threshold criteria before the next 
assessment/management event. 

SIGN EXCLUSIONS 

The following signs may be excluded from the various methods of maintaining sign 
retroreflectivity: 

• Parking, Standing, and Stopping signs (R7 and R8 series).  
• Walking/Hitchhiking/Crossing signs (R9 series, R10-1 through R10-4b).  
• Adopt-A-Highway signs.  
• All signs with blue or brown backgrounds.  
• Bikeways, which are not immediately adjacent to a roadway and that, are intended for 

exclusive use by bicyclists and/or pedestrians.  

Inspection tools websites: 
 
http://www.dot.state.al.us/Bureau/Maintenance/traffic/new_sign_inventory_management_pi.ht
m 
 
Some communities have adopted computerized sign inventory systems. A variety of 
commercial programs are available. The University of New Hampshire LTAP program offers 
one for $25. The Windows-compatible “Sign Inventory Management System—SIMS02” is 
designed for small to medium-sized county highway agencies. 
 
http://www.t2.unh.edu/pwms/sims.html 
 
http://www.flinttrading.com/retrosign.htm  
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TRAFFIC SIGN UPGRADE 
 

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

All local traffic control devices must conform to the Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices for Streets and Highways along with Illinois Supplement  
to the National Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (hereafter, referred to as 

MUTCD and the IL Supplement) and meet the traffic warrants stated therein.  Section 11-305 

of the Illinois Vehicle Code mandates conformance with the MUTCD and the IL Supplement.  

To comply with this requirement, a physical inventory and/or engineering study of all traffic 

control devices must be conducted (see Attachment B).  The costs to conduct the inventory 

and the study are the responsibility of the applicant agency.  However, the correction of certain 

sign (i.e., warning, regulatory, school) and post deficiencies identified in the study is eligible for 

funding as a local highway safety project.  Federal 402 Highway Safety Funds may be used to 

upgrade appropriate signs that are located off the national highway system; 

they may not be used for work on the national highway system. 
 

The obligation of federal funds for any fiscal year is subject to the availability of federal 
402 funds. 

 

II. APPLICANT AGENCY REQUIREMENTS 
 

 A. Eligibility  
 

  1. Any municipality or county through its Public Works/Highway Department may 

request a Traffic Sign Upgrade Highway Safety Project.  Police Departments, 
Townships*, and Road Districts are not eligible applicant agencies. 

 

    *(NOTE:  For those counties where Township roads have not  
     previously been upgraded, it is acceptable to apply for funding  
     provided that the County Engineer's office sponsors the 
     application.) 
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  2. The applicant agency must have identified a noncompliance problem with existing 

signs based on their inventory and/or study. 

 

  3. The applicant agency must not have previously had an approved Traffic Sign 

Upgrade project funded with 402 Highway Safety Funds. 

 

 B. How to Apply - Applications must be submitted to the Illinois Department of 

Transportation, Division of Traffic Safety (hereafter referred to as DTS) on a Highway 

Safety Project Request, (Form TS 1986, Attachment A) by April 1.  All projects will begin 

October 1. 
 

The instructions for completing the request are detailed in the following pages.  Division 

of Traffic Safety personnel are available to help in the preparation of a project request. 
 

  1. Applicant Agency - Enter the name and address of the applicant agency 

responsible for this request.  Enter the Taxpayers Identification Number (TIN) or 

the Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN) in the appropriate space. 
 

  2. Governmental Unit - Enter the name and address of the county or municipality. 
 

  3. Starting Date - October 1 
 

  4. Expiration Date - September 30 
 

  5. Project Description - This description will be reviewed by the DTS to determine 

the benefit to the applicant agency's traffic safety program and to the Illinois 

Highway Safety Program.  For this reason, it is important that the project 

description be clearly stated in sufficient detail so that all factors can be properly 

evaluated.  On an attachment entitled "Project Description", please provide the 

following: 
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   5a. Problem Statement  - The local agency shall indicate the completion of 

an inventory of the sign installations in the community/county, and the 

deficiencies found as a result of the inventory.  The number of signs and 

posts found to be deficient shall be included. 
 

   5b. Background - This section must include the number of miles of 

streets/roads maintained by the applicant agency, and the previous 

program utilized for sign maintenance. 
 

   5c. Project Objectives - State the primary goal of the project, which is to 

bring all signs and posts into compliance with the MUTCD and the IL 

Supplement, thereby reducing potential motor vehicle crashes and related 

injuries.  Indicate the project objectives which are designed to help 

accomplish the main goal (e.g., the total 
number of signs and posts to be purchased and installed, 
the proposed maintenance schedule for future updating, etc.).  The 

applicant agency or designee is the responsible party for maintaining the 

traffic control signs.  A schedule indicating how and when the signs will be 

maintained will accompany the highway safety request. 
 

   5d. Methods of Procedure - This section must include the following 

information. 
 

    (1) Inventory form - Utilize the approved inventory form or a similar 

format.  (Verification that inventory data (i.e., signs and posts) has 

been collected using approved inventory forms, or a similar format).  

The inventory form (an example is shown in Attachment B) must 

include the following information relative to existing signs: 
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• Location 

• Size 

• Condition 

• Horizontal Clearance 

• Adequacy per MUTCD and the IL Supplement Requirements 

• MUTCD/IL Supplement Sign Number 

• Reflectivity 

• Visibility 

• Post Condition (Height) 
 

     (2)  Completed inventory forms - The inventory form which identifies the 

number and type of signs, the reflective sheeting requested, plus the 

number and type of posts must accompany the Highway Safety 

Request.  
 

All signs purchased as part of this grant will, as a minimum, utilize Type 

BB reflective sheeting; and the thickness of the reflective sheeting 

without protective liner shall be no more than 0.015 inch.   
 

However, if desired by the local agency, Type A (High Intensity) or AP 

(Prismatic) reflective sheeting may be purchased for those signs 

recommended by the Illinois Department of Transportation's Bureau of 

Operations.  The signs approved for Type A or AP reflective sheeting are 

listed in Attachment C.  The applicant agency may further upgrade the 

reflective sheeting at their own expense.  The program will only 
reimburse eligible cost established by the program specifications. 

 

    (3) Timetable - A proposed timetable should consist of a schedule for 

completion of the following tasks: 
 

      (a)  Bid preparation. 

      (b)  Bid letting. 
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      (c)  Bid award. 

      (d)  Sign & Post delivery. 

      (e)  Sign & Post installation. 

 
    (4) Statement of Understanding - A statement of understanding that the 

sign materials letting must meet Agreement Condition E on competitive 

procurement procedures.  The letting will be conducted by the applicant 

agency or the consultant representing the agency. 

 
    (5) Guidelines for the Preparation of Bid Specifications for Sign 

Materials are available from the project manager. 

 
    (6) A letter will be forwarded to DTS providing a list of bidders and bid 

amounts for the project and indicate the bid(s) selected.  DTS will 

respond in writing if acceptable. 

 
    (7) Manufacturer's Certification - Prior to installation of the signs and 

posts, the successful bidder will provide the local project director with 

two (2) copies of the manufacturer's certification(s) (Attachment D) 

confirming that the materials meet or exceed Illinois Department of 

Transportation Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge 

Construction. 

 
     (a) The local project director will furnish the DTS with a copy of 

      the aforementioned certification(s). 

 
     (b) The Illinois Department of Transportation reserves the right to 

request samples of any commodities or signing materials for testing 

by the Central Bureau of Materials and Physical Research to verify 

compliance with the applicable specifications. 
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   5e. Reports - This section must include the following information: 
 

    (1) Progress reports addressing the tasks identified in the timetable 

(Methods of Procedure): 
 

      (a)   Bid preparation. 

      (b)   Bid letting announcement and to whom sent. 

      (c)   Award recipient and cost. 

      (d)   Materials delivery. 

      (e)   Materials installation. 
 

    (2)  A final report reviewing total project activity and including:  
 

      (a)   A plan for the correction and future maintenance of 

           deficiencies (i.e., warning, regulatory, and school  

                                                              signs). 
 

      (b)   A copy of the ordinance approving each of the traffic  

              signs installed as a proper traffic control device, and 
 

      (c)   A copy of the final inspection report 

           (See Section III-D of these specifications). 
 

   The final report must be submitted by November 1. 
 

   5f. Project Description Summary - Using the above information (5a-5e), 

summarize in 100 words or less the proposed project in Item 5F on the request 

form. 
 

   5g. Budget Summary - The local agency must submit an itemized budget that 

includes an estimate of sign costs for warning, regulatory, or school signs off 

the national highway system.  Federal-aid signs are to be upgraded with 

federal-aid construction money.  Contact your Illinois Department of 

Transportation District Highway Office for further information (see Attachment 

E). 
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    A local source of operating funds is required for all projects.  Actual funding of 

the project will be in accordance with the approved Highway Safety Project 

Agreement.  Only those items included in the approved project budget are 
reimbursable. 

 

    The budget shall cover the entire period of project operation.  On an 

attachment, please provide the following information which details anticipated 

project costs. 

 

    (1) The costs that are eligible for 100 percent reimbursement are: 
 

      Commodities - Signs, posts, mounting hardware and shipping 

costs.  The summary of quantities needed for the upgrade project 

should detail the letter and number designation by sign type from 

the MUTCD and the IL Supplement, the quantity needed by sign 

type, and the estimated cost per sign. Identify the reflective 

sheeting (Type A, Type AP or Type BB). 
 

      Equipment - A post driver (if required to perform installation of 

signs and if unavailable to the applicant agency - maximum $500). 

 

   6. Agreement Conditions 
 

    The conditions attached to the request describe the terms and obligations to 

which the agency agrees when accepting a grant award.  Local agency 

officials must assure compliance with all conditions. 

 

   7A. Project Director 
 

    The person identified by the local agency to act as a liaison to DTS.  Type in 

name, title, address, and telephone and fax number.  The assigned project 

director must sign the request. 
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   7B. Authorizing Official 
 

    The person responsible for authorization to expend local funds.  Type in name, 

title, address, and telephone and fax number.  The authorizing official must 

sign the request. 

 

III. DIVISION OF TRAFFIC SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
 

  A. Project Approval 
 

   The Highway Safety Project Request must be submitted no later than April 1 to 

allow for its review by DTS.  A project manager will be assigned by DTS to assist the 

applicant agency with any changes during the request review. 
 

   If the request is warranted, a Highway Safety Project Agreement will be returned to 

the applicant agency for signatures.  If the agreement is acceptable, the signatures of 

the project director and authorizing official are required on the agreement.  The 

original agreement, along with all required forms, must be returned to the DTS.  Upon 

receipt the Governor's Representative will sign the agreement and a copy of the 

executed agreement will be sent to the applicant agency. 

 

  B. Reimbursement 
 

   Highway Safety Projects are funded on a cost-reimbursement basis.  That is, the 

applicant agency pays the cost of program operation using local funds.  The agency 

then submits an Illinois Highway Safety Project Claim for Reimbursement 

(Attachment F) to the DTS.  The "federal" costs as detailed in 5g. are eligible for 

reimbursement. 
 

   (1) Claims for reimbursement must reflect actual project expenditures.  The proper 

supportive documentation for expenditures is explained in the Procedures for 

Submittal of Claims for Reimbursement which will be provided. 
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   (2) Claims will be returned if not accompanied by the proper supporting 

documentation of expenditures. 
 

   (3) Claim form must be signed by the project director and authorizing official.  The 

signatures must be the same as those on the approved agreement. 
 

   (4) The final claim for reimbursement must be submitted for payment no 
later than November 1. 

 

   (5) Allow 6-8 weeks for processing and payment of claims with complete 

expenditure documentation.  (Final claims for reimbursement will be processed 

for payment after all evaluation requirements of the project have been fulfilled.)  

All project activity must be completed prior to the expiration date. 
 

  C. Final Inspection  
 

Upon completion of all sign installations the project director shall contact the 
Illinois Department of Transportation Highway District office (Attachment E) 
and request an inspection of sign installations to ensure compliance with the 
MUTCD and the IL Supplement.  A copy of the final inspection report shall be 

forwarded to the DTS prior to submittal of the final claim for reimbursement. 
 

Should the Illinois Department of Transportation Highway District Office indicate it is 

not able to conduct a final inspection, the consultant or authorizing official 
must submit to the DTS a letter of certification indicating that all signs were 
installed in accordance with the MUTCD and the IL Supplement. 

 

  D. Reporting Requirements 
 

The Division of Traffic Safety's overall assessment of the project will be based on the 

successful and timely completion of the scheduled tasks on the timetable. 
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 (1)   Progress reports shall be forwarded to the DTS addressing the 

         individual tasks identified in the timetable within ten (10) days of their  

         completion.  Report any problems encountered and necessary  

         modifications to the timetable. 
 

(2)   Final report must be submitted within 30 days after project completion.  The 

final report must include a copy of the ordinance approving the installed traffic 

signs as a proper traffic control device, a copy of the final inspection report 
conducted by the IDOT Highway District Office or a letter of certification by the 

consultant or authorizing official, and maintenance program. 

 

  E. Project Monitoring 
 

To ensure that the project is proceeding in accordance with the approved contract 

and to assist local project staff with any problems that may arise, the DTS staff will 

conduct at least one on-site visit.  Failure to comply with the terms of the contract 

may result in cancellation of the project in accordance with Section L of the 

Agreement Conditions. 
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ATTACHMENTS 
 

 

 

 A - Highway Safety Project Request Form TS1986  
 
 B - Sign Inventory Sheet and Instructions 
 
 C - Signs Approved for Reflective Sheeting by Type 
 
 D - Confirmation of Materials Certification 
 
 E - IDOT District Boundaries and Office Locations 
 
 F - Claim for Reimbursement 
 
 G - MUTCD and Illinois Supplement Order Information 
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ATTACHMENT B  
 

SIGN INVENTORY INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 

 

1.     Heading Information 

 

 a.  City/County - Municipality or county name and quadrant designation if the local agency is 

so divided for inventory purposes. 

 

 b.  Street/Road Name - All signs on the right of way of each street or road must be 

inventoried. 

 

 c.  Direction - The direction traveled while recording data (N, S, E, or W). 

 

 d.  Date - Day, month and year the sign data is recorded. 

 

 e.  Maintenance Dates - When adequacy or maintenance deficiencies are corrected (see 

Items O. and P.). 

 

 f.  Maintenance Personnel - Initials of who made the corrections. 

 

2. Inventory Data 

 

 a.  Location - An odometer reading, intersecting street or road name, house address, or 

rural reference number that identifies the sign's location along the subject street or road. 

 

 b.  Side of Street - N, S, E or W. 
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 c.  MUTCD/IL. Supplement Sign Number - The code number from the 1988 Manual on 

Uniform Traffic Control Devices and/or the Illinois Supplement which is available through 

Illinois Department of Transportation District Offices shown in Attachment E.  Section 11-

304 of the Illinois Vehicle Code requires local authorities to place and maintain traffic 

control devices that conform to this State manual and are justified by traffic warrants 

stated in the manual.  Signs not in the manual should be coded with a letter series other 

than R, W, S, C or M (such as X-1, 2 ...) and described in "Remarks". 

 

 d.  Size - The width and height of the sign face in inches.  Diamond shaped warning signs 

(W) are measured from the bottom to the side corners for height and width.  Triangular 

signs (yield or R1-2) are also measured from the bottom to side corner for height, but 

width is the actual dimension of the top edge. 

 

 e.  Number in Assembly - Numbered from left to right and from top to bottom, the first sign is 

coded as 1 the second as 2, and etc. 

 

 f.  Reflectivity - Whether the sign face reflects headlights at night, may be coded as G-

good, P-poor, or N-no reflectivity. 

 

 g.  Visibility - Whether the sign is readily visible, obscured by trees and shrubbery, or 

completely hidden by buildings, signs, or other objects (V, O, H). 

 

 h.  Face Material (optional) -- The type of sign face may be entered, such as reflective 

sheeting, B-reflectorized beads on paint, P-painted but not reflectorized, etc. 

 

 i.  Backing Material (optional) - The type of sign backing may be entered, such as S-

embossed steel, F-flat steel, A-aluminum, W-plywood, etc. 

 

 j.  Condition - Any change in the sign from its new conditions, such as 1-faded, 2-rusted, 3-

bent, 4-peeling, 5-defaced, 6-missing, etc. 
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 k.  Post Type (optional) - The local agency may wish to record types of post to compare 

lifetimes (such as P-steel pipe, U-steel channel, W-4x4" wood, etc.). 

 

 l.  Horizontal Placement - The number of feet between the near edge of the sign and the 

curb face or pavement edge. 

 

 m. Height - The number of feet between the bottom of the sign and the pavement or 

roadway edge. 

 

 n.  Post Condition - Any change in the post from its new condition such as B-bent, R-rusted, 

M-missing. 

 

 o.  Adequacy - This column will be coded in the office after the field inventory is complete.  It 

should be coded with actions needed to comply with the 1988 Manual on Uniform Traffic 

Control Devices/IL Supplement, such as 1-remove sign and post, 2-add sign and post, 3-

replace sign and post, 4-replace sign, 5-replace post, 6-relocate post, etc. 

 

 p.  Maintenance - This column is also coded in the office with the actions needed to bring 

the device back to its new condition.  Sample codes are:  1-wash sign face, 2-straighten 

sign, 3-straighten post, 4-paint post, 5-replace sign face, 6-remove obscuring shrubbery, 

etc. 
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ATTACHMENT C 
 

Signs Approved for Reflective Sheeting by Type 
 

 

1. Type A or AP  sheeting will be used for critical warning and regulatory signs, those using color 

combinations exhibiting lower reflective values, and those signs less subject to vehicular 

damage where a high percentage will be replaced because of age rather than damage.  The 

following signs are approved for Type A or AP sheeting. 

 

• STOP/YIELD 

• ALL WAY plate 

• DO NOT ENTER/WRONG WAY 

• Chevron 

• STOP AHEAD/YIELD AHEAD 

• Railroad Advance (RxR Only) 

• Merge/Added Lane 

• Ramp Speed 

• NO PASSING ZONE 

• All signs on full freeways and ramps 

• All white (silver) direct applied legend 

• All reversed screened signs 

• All signs with blue or brown backgrounds 

• All guide sign mounted route shields 

• All Interstate and Interstate Business route shields 

• All blue/brown/green arrows, direction and other route marker auxiliary plates 

• Red Object Markers 

• Large Arrow 
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ATTACHMENT D 
 

CONFIRMATION OF 
MATERIALS CERTIFICATION 

 
 

COMPLETE AND SUBMIT TO THE DIVISION OF TRAFFIC SAFETY PRIOR TO INSTALLATION 
OF SIGNS. 
 

Project Number: ___________________________________ 
Project Type: ___________________________________ 
County/City ___________________________________ 

 
This will confirm that a sign materials letting that meets Agreement Condition E on Competitive 

Procurement Procedures was conducted: 
 

        Date:  _______________________________________________________ 

 

  Location:  _______________________________________________________ 

 

The successful bidder, ____________________________________________________, has 

provided two copies of the manufacturer's certification confirming that the materials meet or exceed 

Illinois Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.  As 

required in the project agreement we are providing one copy of the certification.  (See attachment.) 

 

If the samples of signing materials for testing are required, please advise. 

 

 

                                                       Signed:_________________________________ 

                                                                            Project Director 
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2. Type BB  sheeting will be used for the following signs when not otherwise fabricated with Type 

A or AP sheeting. 

 

• All warning signs 

• SPEED LIMIT         

• SPEED ZONE AHEAD and         MPH plate 

• All signs with green backgrounds 

• Yellow Object Markers 

 

3. Type B  sheeting will be used for all white (silver) signs not otherwise fabricated with Types A, 

AP or BB sheeting. 

 

 

 

 

Applicant agency may choose to upgrade any and all signs.  
However, 402 funds will only reimburse the maximum costs established by the program 

specifications. 
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ATTACHMENT G 
 

 

 

 

TO ORDER:  THE 1988 EDITION OF THE NATIONAL MANUAL ON 

    UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES FOR STREETS AND 

     HIGHWAYS 

 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PRINTING OFFICE 
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
WASHINGTON, DC  20402 

 

 

SUBSCRIPTION #050-001-00308-2 

PHONE 202-512-1800 

PLEASE ALLOW 60 TO 90 DAYS FOR SHIPMENT 

 

 

TO ORDER:   THE ILLINOIS SUPPLEMENT TO THIS MANUAL MAY BE  

    ORDERED for $5.00 FROM: 

 

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Manual Sales 

2300 SOUTH DIRKSEN PARKWAY, Room 012 

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS  62764 

 

OR CALL 217/785-8971 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Traffic Sign Upgrade 
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Guidelines for Preparation of Bid Specifications 
for Sign Materials 

 
 
 
 
This guideline is presented in order to assist the applicant agency in preparing specifications for the 
materials bid letting. 
 
TRAFFIC SIGNS 
 
All signs furnished shall be fabricated of new materials.  The backs of all sign panels shall be metal 
stamped, engraved, etched, or otherwise marked in a manner designed to last as long as the sign face 
material, in letters and numerals at least 90 mm (3/8 inch) in height with the month and year of 
manufacture, the name of the sign manufacturer, and “(city/village name)”. 
 
All standard signs shall be in accordance with the Illinois Manual on Uniform Traffic Control 
Devices.  Design drawings for signs designated by letters and numbers such as R2-1, may be found in 
Standard Highway Signs available from: 
 

The Federal Highway Administration (HTO)-30) 
400 7th Street, SW 
Washington, DC  20590 

 
Signs where the number following the hyphen is preceded by the letter “I”, such as R2-I101, are 
available from: 
 

The Illinois Department of Transportation 
Bureau of Operations 
2300 South Dirksen Parkway 
Springfield, IL  62564. 

 
Details for all other signs in this order may be obtained from the ordering agency. 
 

A. Sign Faces 
 
Reflective sheeting shall meet the requirements of Article T602.01 of the Illinois Department of 
Transportation’s Standard Specifications for Traffic Control Items, dated April 1, 1989.  Where 
nonreflective sign faces are specified, the nonreflective sheeting shall meet the requirements of 
Article T602.02 of said specifications. 
 
Sign legend shall conform to the requirements of Articles T603, T603.01, T603.07 and T603.08 as 
appropriate for the individual sign. 
 
B. Sign Bases 
 
The base material used for sign panels shall be sheet aluminum meeting the requirements of Article 
T601.01.  Aluminum for signs 9 square feet or less in area shall be at least 0.080 inches thick; 
those over 9 square feet in area shall be at least 0.125 inches thick. 
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C. Field Performance 
 
The sign faces shall be processed and applied to the sign base material in accordance with the 
sheeting manufacturer’s recommendations.  The sheeting will be considered unsatisfactory if it has 
deteriorated due to natural causes to the extent that: 
 

1) The sign is ineffective for its intended purpose when viewed from a moving vehicle 
under normal day and night driving conditions; 

or 
2) The coefficient of retroreflection is less than the minimum specified for that sheeting 

during that period listed in the following table. 
 
 

 
Table I 

Minimum Coefficient of Retroreflection 
Candelas per Foot Candle per Square Foot 

(.2 obs. and -4 entrance) 
 

 Type BB Type A 
Sheeting Color Minimum Coefficient 

of Retro. (7 years) 
Minimum Coefficient 
of Retro. (10 years) 

White 212 200 
Yellow 144 136 

Red 38 36 
 
 
Notes: 
 

1) All measurements shall be made after sign cleaning, according to sheeting manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

 
2) For screen-printed transparent colored areas on white sheeting, the coefficients of 

retroreflection shall not be less than 50% of the values for the corresponding color in the 
above table. 

 
 
SIGN MANUFACTURER’S REPLACEMENT OBLIGATIONS: 
 
Where it can be shown that retroreflective traffic signs with sheetings supplied and used according to the 
sheeting manufacturer’s recommendations have not met field performance requirements (Table I), the 
sign manufacturer shall cover restoration costs as follows for sheeting shown to be unsatisfactory 
during: 
 

A. The entire ten years:  The sign manufacturer shall replace the sheeting required to 
restore the sign surface to its original effectiveness. 
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B. In addition, during the first seven years:  The sign manufacturer shall cover the cost of 
restoring the sign surface to its original effectiveness at no cost to the City/County for 
materials or labor. 

 
 
 
SIGN POSTS 
 

A. Telescoping Steel 
 

Telescoping steel sign posts shall meet the requirements of Article T 604.04 of the 
Illinois Department of Transportation’s Purchase Specifications for Tubular Metal 
Posts for Highway Signs (T 20-93). 

 
B. U-Channel 
 

U-channel posts shall met the requirements for galvanized steel Type A or Type B posts, 
as specified, contained in Article 710.35 of the Illinois Department of 
Transportation’s Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction 
adopted July 1, 1988. 

 
 
SIGN HARDWARE 
 
All bolts, nuts and metal washers shall be zinc or cadmium-plated steel or stainless steel.  Bolts shall 
be 5/16 inch diameter with hex heads and have National Coarse Threads (UNC). 
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State of Illinois 
Department of Transportation 

T 20-93 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR TUBULAR METAL POSTS FOR HIGHWAY SIGNS 

 
MATERIAL 

 
• Posts and anchors shall conform to the Standard Specification for either Cold Rolled Carbon 

Sheet Steel, commercial quality ASTM Designation A-446 or Hot Rolled Structural quality 
ASTM Designation A-570-79. 

 
SHAPE 
 

• The cross section of both post and anchor shall be carefully formed square tubing, welded in one 
corner and sized to permit telescoping internally or externally. 

 
SECTION PROPERTIES 

 
• PALL Anchors and posts shall meet the following: 

 
 

Anchors 
 

Size U.S.S. Gauge Min. Yield Strength Weight per Foot, 
Pounds 

 2” x 2” 12 40,000 psi 2.42 
* 2-1/4” x 2-1/4” 12 40,000 psi 2.77 
 2-1/4” x 2-1/2” 12 40,000 psi 3.14 
     
     

 
Posts 

 
Size U.S.S. Gauge Min. Yield Strength Weight per Foot, 

Pounds 
 1-1/2” x 1-1/2” 12 40,000 psi 1.70 
 1-3/4” x 1-3/4” 12 40,000 psi 2.06 
* 2” x 2” 12 40,000 psi 2.42 
 1-1/4” x 2-1/4” 12 40,000 psi 2.77 
 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” 12 40,000 psi 3.14 
     
 1-3/4” x 1-3/4” 14 60,000 psi 1.71 
* 2” x 2” 14 60,000 psi 1.99 
 2-1/4” x 2-1/4” 14 60,000 psi 2.27 
 2-1/2” x 2-1/2” 14 60,000 psi 2.55 
     
* Recommended    

HOLES 
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• Holes shall be fully perforated 7/16” diameter plus or minus 1/64” on 1” centers, on all four sides 
of post. 

 
• Holes shall be full length of posts truly aligned to center of a side and exactly opposite each other 

on opposing sides. 
 
• Holes shall maintain a plus or minus tolerance of 1/8” in 60” of length. 

 
LENGTH 
 

• The length of each post or anchor shall be as specified with a permissible tolerance of plus or 
minus 1/4” overall. 

 
TELESCOPING PROPERTIES 

 
• The finished anchor and post shall be straight and have a smooth uniform finish. 
 
• It shall be possible to telescope all consecutive sizes of square tubing freely for at least the length 

of the anchor without having to match any particular face to any opposing face. 
 
• All holes and ends shall be free from burrs, ends shall be cut square and anchors shall always be 

cut exactly between two holes to ensure bolt alignment when reinforcing anchor sleeves are 
used. 

 
 
TOLERANCES 
 
Tolerances on outside sizes: 
 

Nominal Outside Dimensions Outside Tolerance at all Sides at 
Corners 

1-1/2” x 1-1/2” plus or minus .006” 
1-3/4” x 1-3/4” plus or minus .008” 

2” x 2” plus or minus .008” 
2-1/4” x 2-1/4” plus or minus .010” 
2-1/2” x 2-1/2” plus or minus .010” 

 
Note:  Measurements for outside dimensions shall be made at least 2” from end of tube 

 
• Wall Thickness Tolerance:  Permissible variation in wall thickness is plus .011”, minus .008”. 
 
• Convexity and Concavity:  Measured in the center of the flat side tolerance is plus or minus 

0.01” applied to the specific size determined at the corner. 
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• Squareness of Sides and Twist: 
 

Nominal Outside 
Dimensions 

Squareness  
Tolerance 

Twist Permissible in  
3 feet lengths 

1-1/2” x 1-1/2” plus or minus .009” .050” 
1-3/4” x 1-3/4” plus or minus .010” .062” 

2” x 2” plus or minus .012” .062” 
2-1/4” x 2-1/4” plus or minus .014” .062” 
2-1/2” x 2-1/2” plus or minus .015” .075” 

 
Note:  A sample shall be considered to fail if its sides are not 90 degrees to each other by the tolerance listed 
above. 

 
 
• Straightness Tolerance:  Permissible variation in straightness is 1/16” in three feet. 
 
• Corner Radii:  Standard outside corner radius shall be 5/32” plus or minus 1/32 of an inch. 
 

 
FINISH 

 
• The square sign post tubing shall be manufactured from hot-dipped galvanized steel, ASTMA A-

525 coating, designation G 90, or given triple-coated protection by in-line application of hit-
dipped galvanized zinc per AASHTO M-120 followed by a chromate conversion coating and a 
cross-linked polyurethane acrylic exterior coating.   

 
• The inside surface shall be given corrosion protection by in-line application of a full zinc base 

organic coating after fabrication, tested in accordance with ASTM B-117.   
 
• If weld process is performed after galvanizing, weld shall be zinc coated after scarfing operation. 

 
 
PACKAGING 
 

• Posts shall be securely bundled with 4 or more steel straps and shall weigh approximately 
2,000 lbs. per bundle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Revised 3/99) 
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TRAFFIC SIGN UPGRADE 
 

CERTIFICATE OF INSPECTION 
 
 
Project Number: ____________________________________ 
 
Name of Agency: ____________________________________ 
 
Standard PSP/Task:  09/04 
 
Module Title:   Roadway Safety 
 
 
 I, ______________________________, Traffic Engineer for the Illinois Division of 

Highways, District ________________________________________, have inspected all Traffic 

Control Signs within the corporate limits of the ___________ of 

_______________________________ on ___________________, and found them to be in general 

conformance to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices and the Illinois Supplement. 

 

Signature: _____________________________ 

Title:         _____________________________ 

 

List corrections to be made, if any: 

Location: Type of Changes: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

(Revised 4/12/99) 



 



Printed by the authority of the State of Illinois (9/2005) – 25 copies 


